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open call mentorship 2019

the program
AFIELD is a network, a fellowship and an advocacy program for social
initiatives from arts and culture. Initiated in 2014, this program supports
artists, researchers and other creative activists engaged in long-term
social action. The fellowship is awarded to two fellows who receive
7000$ and can in turn support mentees with their advice.
AFIELD is curated by Council and supported by Tsadik Foundation.
AFIELD gathers more than 20 inspiring individuals including - among
others - choreographer Lia Rodrigues, who founded a dance school in
the favela of Maré, Rio de Janeiro; photographer Zanele Muholi, who
empowers the LGBTQ communities through visual activism workshops
across South Africa and Syrian writer, Yassin Al-Haj Saleh, who founded
Hamisch, a space for cultural collaboration and integration of Syrians in
Istanbul.

the open call

AFIELD wishes to support 3 individuals engaged in social and artistic
experimentation. They will be granted $1500 of seed funding and advice
from a mentor chosen with them within the AFIELD network, for a period of
18 months.
Candidates are required to write a letter with (a) a short bio, (b) a
presentation of the project and (c) answers to the following questions (200
words each section/answer).
1. How does your engagement to social change have an artistic and creative
approach?
2. Who will benefit from your social initiative?
3. Is your project confronting prejudices and promoting critical thinking?
4. How do you operate in terms of structure and methodology?
5. How do you envision the scope and impact of your work in three years?
6. How would your project benefit from the guidance of a mentor?
7. Who would you like to be mentored by? See list of fellows in the dossier.

the jury
The jury is composed by Council team, all AFIELD fellows and advisors:
– Binna Choi, director of the Casco Art Institute: Working for the Commons,
based in Utrecht, Netherlands
– Moukhtar Kocache, expert in philanthropy and cultural development,
based in New York, USA
– Farid Rakun, artist, writer, teacher and coordinator of collective ruangrupa
based in Jakarta, Indonesia
– Chantal Wong, director of Culture and workshop producer, Eaton HK and
Co-Founder of Learning Together, based in Hong-Kong, China

mentees 2018

– About A Worker, a young French clothing line that challenges the fashion
system by producing designs of workers and expressing their own vision of
the industry. Their mentor is 2016 Fellow Alejandra Ballón-Gutierrez – an
artist and anthropologist based in Lima, Perú
– Giuseppe Micciarelli, a researcher in policy making and culture focusing on
the use of urban space for culture in Naples. He collaborates with his mentor, 2017 fellow Massimilano Mollona, to explore a new paradigm for political
practice and urban regeneration
– Thembela Dick & Lerato Dumse, two young photographers engaging in
visual activism in South Africa. With their mentor, 2014 fellow Zanele Muholi,
they set up a platform to give a voice to young black females through
photography

contacts

email		
website
facebook
instagram

olivia@council.art
www.council.art/fellowship
www.facebook.com/afieldfellowship
www.instagram.com/afieldfellowship

The deadline is May 12th 2019, and applications will be evaluated by the jury
on a rolling basis. Please send your application to Olivia Alvarez Libano,

olivia@council.art.
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fellows 2014-2018

fellow
location

Alternative pedagogy
Lia Rodrigues
Brazil

fellow
location

Samuel Riera
Cuba

Art for rural development
Fernando Garcia-Dory
Spain

fellow
location

Bridging cultures
Yassin al Haj Saleh
Turkey / Syria

fellow
location

Ana Vargas
Venezuela

Indigeneous knowledget
Alejandra Ballón Gutiérrez
Peru

fellows
location

Wajha
Jordan

fellow
location

Visual activism
Zanele Muholi
South Africa

fellow
location

fellow
location

Art therapy

Urban design

location

Solidarity Academies
Zeyno Pekünlü,
Massimiliano Mollona
Turkey

fellows
location

Local media practice
Filipa César, Sana N’Hada
Guinea-Bissau

fellows

Social design
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mentees 2018 and advisors

mentees
location

mentees
location

Ethical fashion
Kim Hou, Paul Boulenger
France

mentee
location

Urban governance
Giuseppe Micciarelli
Italy

Teaching each other
Thembela Dick, Lerato
Dumse
South Africa

advisor

advisor
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Binna Choi

Farid Rakun

advisor

Moukhtar Kokache

advisor

Chantal Wong
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fellow 2014
Zanele Muholi
Internationally recognised for her photographic portraits of South African
sexual minorities, Zanele Muholi has long been a leading activist in
exposing hate crimes and punitive rapes.
In 2014, she initiated with her collaborators Linda and Lindeka, a
photography course to a number of young black women (13 to 20 years
old) attending The Aurora Girls High School. By means of photographic
reportage, the students were encouraged to express their daily life and
related social issues, learning how to narrate this visually.
When the project started, the class only had one camera to share, yet
they produced several outstanding photographic reportages. Published
on Zanele’s blog Inkanyiso, these reportages were first exhibited at the
Aurora Girls High School in Soweto. As a result, that same month, a few
students from this class were invited to attend a workshop on
photography as a tool for expression at the South African Centre for
Photography in Cape Town.
In 2018 Zanele Muholi became the mentor of two younger
women, Lerato Dumse and Dick Thembela who engage in
visual activism in South Africa with their initiative
FUNDISANANI.
Initiative
Location
More info

Zanele Muholi, Somnyama Ngonyama Series, 2015
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The Aurora Girls High School
South Africa
www.inkanyiso.org
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fellow 2014
Lia Rodrigues
Choreographer and dancer Lia Rodrigues was awarded the AFIELD
fellowship 2014 for her initiative Centre for the Arts of Maré, a cultural
centre in the Maré favela, near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Since 2004 Rodrigues has been committed to working in the favela of
Maré, a disadvantaged and densely populated area at the outskirts of
Rio. This engagement culminated in the creation of the Centre for the
Arts of Maré in 2009.
The Free Dance School of Maré is a project of dance, training and and
socio-educational actions. On the one hand, it organises a series of
workshops and classes open to all residents of Maré, of all ages. On the
other, it offers an experience of professionalisation to twenty young
people, selected through an audition and often without any prior dance
experience, who commit to a practical and theoretical daily training with
the Lia Rodrigues Dance Company.
The Free Dance School of Maré is an experience of democratisation and
access to art, especially dance, to the residents of Maré as part of a
process of creating new publics and spaces for debate, for raising
awareness of issues related to contemporary art, politics and
citizenships.
Initiative
Location
More info

Lia Rodriguez at a rehearsal of Pindorama. Foto by Adriano Vizoni
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The Free Dance School of Maré
Brazil
www.liarodrigues.com
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fellow 2015
Alejandra Ballon Gutierrez
Alejandra Ballon Gutiérrez was awarded the 2015 AFIELD for her initiative
SOI: Research Center and Graphic Studio Shipibo-Conibo, based in Lima.
Since and around 2000, people of the Amazonian community ShipipoConibo, live in the ghetto of Cantagallo (Lima). The Shipibo culture is
ancestral and mostly known for weaving technique called Kené. Through
a peer-to-peer learning process with women based in Catagallo,
Alejandra Ballón Gutiérrez learns aesthetic patrons of geometrical
abstraction found in the Kené weaving and in their amazon culture and
teaches her three associates occidental methodologies linked to
postmodernism and conceptual art.
The fellowship supports the Research Center and Graphic Studio
Shibipo-Conibo, a nonfor-profit cultural association of Amazonian design
patterns, that gathers artefacts, textiles, murals and drawings, produced
in the cultural exchange with local communities. Through a
practice-based anthropology, the centre aims at rescuing the ancient
forms, as well as the modern and contemporary ones in order to
understand the evolution of the communities decoded on the graphics
and colorimetry studies. Collected in the catalogue of Amazonian design,
each pattern includes the graphic, the historical, the technical and the
cultural references associated to the design.
In 2018 Alejandra Ballon Guttierez became the mentor of
ABOUT A WORKER, a young French clothing line that
challenges the fashion system,
Initiative
Location
More info

Alejandra Ballon Gutierrez, Olinda Silvano, Wilma Maynas, Inuma Silvia
Ricopa painting a Mural at Centro de la Imagen, 8 March 2017
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SOI: Research Center and Graphic Studio Shipibo-Conibo
Peru
www.facebook.com/CITGSHC/
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fellows 2015
Wajha
Graphic designers Hussein Alazaat and Ali Almasri were awarded the
2015 AFIELD fellowship for their social design initiative Wajha, based in
Amman.
Wajha was founded in 2012 by Hussein Alazaat and Ali Almasri, two
graphic designers from Amman, who decided to help small businesses
and shop owners in need of free-of-charge branding works for their
shops. Since 2012, five owners of small artisan businesses located in the
heart of the city centre or in unprivileged neighbourhoods, have benefited
from Wajha’s free design and branding works.
Each project is the result of a collaborative process and a contextual
analysis to consider the owner’s identity, the shop localisation as much
as the business results and clients. The success of this site-specific
design plays a part in developing the local economy and the social fabric
of the city. For Wajha’s founders, it also renews the cultural heritage of
the Arab business world of the 1950s and 1960s which was a golden
age for sign writers and painters whose craft died out with the onset of
the computer age.
Wajha’s online platform is creating is both a library of design elements
(icons, fonts, illustrations, etc) as well as a window to the history of Arab
art calligraphy – giving an open access to anyone who is interested in
reusing them again to offer free design services.
Initiative
Location
More info

Elmuhtaseb Bookshop new window designed by Wajha
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Wajha
Jordan
www.behance.net/wajha
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fellow 2016
Fernando Garcia-Dory
Artist Fernando García-Dory was awarded the 2016 AFIELD fellowship for
his project INLAND, based in Asturias, Spain.
INLAND is a project that started in 2009 and examines the role of
territories, geopolitics, culture and identity in the relationship between the
city and the countryside. Its aim is to introduce art practices in the rural,
and to test how that context might modify the way art is made and
circulates. During a first phase INLAND comprised an international
conference, artistic production with 22 artists in the same number of
villages across the country, as well as exhibitions and presentations
across Spain.
Today INLAND works as a para-institution to open space for land-based
collaborations, economies and communities-of-practice. INLAND’s
activities include: study groups; publications; training schools for
shepherds, peasant leaders, and craftsmen; newly commissioned
projects by artists and farmers; involvement in local politics; and
solidarity networks. INLAND Europa publishes books, produces shows
and makes cheese. It also advises as consultant for the European Union
Commission on the use of art for rural development policies and is
recovering an abandoned village for collective artistic and agricultural
production.
INLAND is an imaginative, inquisitive, and practical method for relating
with our environment that gleans insight from peasant and indigenous
resistance while also appropriating institutional means.
Initiative
Location
More info

Inland, Casa de Campo, Madrid, 2019
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INLAND
Spain
www.fernandogarciadory.info
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fellow 2016
Yassin al Haj Saleh
Syrian writer Yassin al Haj Saleh was awarded the 2016 AFIELD
fellowship for his project Hamisch Syrian Cultural House in Istanbul.
Shortly after the start of his exile in Turkey in October 2013, Syrian writer
Yassin al Haj Saleh started discussing the idea of establishing a cultural
center in Istanbul with Syrian writers, artists and intellectuals and in
collaboration with their Turkish counterparts. As a result of this initiative,
Hamisch Syrian Cultural House in Istanbul was established in March 2014.
Hamisch (‘margin’ in Arabic) is an independent space of cultural
production and collaboration among local and Syrian artists, writers and
intellectuals living in Istanbul in order to challenge the ghettoization of
Syrians in Turkey. To serve this purpose, Hamisch has cooperated with
various cultural centers in Istanbul, has organised bilingual panels, a
summer lecture series, has participated in major film festivals and runs a
weekly bilingual radio program to discuss issues related to Syria and
Syrian refugees. The fellowship has contributed do the development of
an Open University where Syrian and Turkishacademics, writers and
artists could produce and disseminate knowledge on topics ranging from
feminism, women’s rights and social movements, citizen journalism,
social histories of cities in Syria.
Initiative
Location
More info

Talk with Yassin al Haj Saleh at Hamisch Syrian Cultural House
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Hamisch Syrian Cultural House
Turkey / Syria
www.facebook.com/Hamisch-474575212646327/
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fellow 2017
Samuel Riera
Artist Samuel Riera was awarded the 2017 AFIELD fellowship for his
initiative Arts at the Margins of Art, based in La Havana.
Cuban artist Samuel Riera is the instigator of RIERA STUDIO, an
exhibition space that operates outside traditional institutions and
established aesthetic norms. Artists promoted by the studio are ignored
by the Cuban official cultural structures. They often come from vulnerable
social groups and live in extreme precariousness, lacking recognition
from both society and their families.
With Art at the Margins of Art, cuban artist Samuel Riera aims to
stimulate the artistic creativity of patients confined in psychiatric
institutions and children with special needs living in La Havana. Initiating
or enhancing the dialogue between art and clinical institutions, Riera’s
project intends to foster multidisciplinary exchanges between medical
(psychologists, psychiatrics) and art professionals (curators, artists,
critics, academics, art students). The initiative calls upon the patients’
individual artistic abilities, this initiative shows the potential of visual arts
to nourish their diagnosis, prognosis and therapy.
Initiative
Location
More info

RIERA STUDIO, La Havana
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Art at the Margins of Art
Cuba
www.rierastudioart.com
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fellows 2017
Massimiliano Mollona & Zeyno Pekünlü
Zeyno Pekünlü and Massimiliano Mollona were awarded the 2017 AFIELD
fellowship for their initiative Solidarity Academies.
Drawing on the experience accumulated in the past year by the Street
Academies in Turkey, Solidarity Schools in Athens and similar
experiences around the Mediterranean region, Zeyno Pekünlü and
Massimiliano Mollona wish to create a new academic platform where
pedagogy intersects with activism, protecting freedom of speech from
both political pressure and constraints of neoliberal market. The grant
supports the research and writing of a report on 12 existing organisations
across Turkey by a group of academics dismissed from their positions
after signing a petition for peace addressed to the Turkish government. It
also helps to launch an international Solidarity Academies project based
in the Mediterranean region to reflect on alternative education collectives
in Europe.

Re-Locate workshop in Istanbul with Zeyno Pekünlü, 2011

In 2018 Massimilano Mollona became the mentor of Giuseppe Micciarelli,
a resercher in policy making and culture focusing on the use of urban
space for culture in Naples, Italy.
Initiative
Location

Massimiliano Mollona during the Summit "Synapse 1: Introducing
a laboratory for production post", Athens Biennal
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Solidarity Academies
Turkey
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mentees 2018
About A Worker
The 2018 AFIELD mentorship was awarded to Kim Hou and Paul
Boulenger for About A Worker, an initiative which rethinks the fashion
system by producing the designs of workers expressing their own vision
of the industry.
The brand casts light on the invisible creators and unheard stories of the
fashion world while promoting responsible craftmaking of local factories.
This year About A Worker cooperated with Mode Estime, a clothing
factory located in Saint-Denis (Paris), by inviting 14 workers to take part
in a 6 months initiation to design based on the classical process of
creating a collection, from the moodboard to the end product.
For their mentorship About A Worker will collaborate with 2015 AFIELD
Fellow Alejandra Ballon Gutiérrez, learning from the Shipibo-Conibo
Peruvian community’s weaving technique.
Mentor		
Location
More info

About a Worker first collection design at Mode Estime, factory located in
Saint-Denis, Paris.
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Alejandra Ballon Gutiérrez
France
www.aboutaworker.com
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mentees 2018
Thembela Dick & Lerato Dumse
South African visual activists Thembela Dick and Lerato Dumse were
awarded the 2018 AFIELD mentorship programme for their initiative
Fundisanani (Teaching Each Other).
Fundisanani gives its participants – mostly young black females – a
platform to capture their daily lives, express themselves and produce
their own narrative. As low education and high level of unemployment in
South Africa mostly affect black females, this visual literacy initiative aims
at increasing women’s participation in photography and writing. Through
Fundisanani, they acquire practical media skills that can later be used to
earn a living. Celebrating 24 years of democracy in South Africa, the
project also wishes to build an archive to learn about the national history
through an alternate and personal perspective.
For their mentorship Thembela Dick & Lerato Dumse are benefiting from
the advice and experience of 2014 AFIELD fellow Zanele Muholi.
Mentor		
Location
More info

Fundisanani photographers Lerato Dumse and Thembela Dick
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Zanele Muholi
South Africa
www.inkanyiso.org
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mentee 2018
Giuseppe Micciarelli
A lawyer and researcher, Giuseppe Micciarelli has been selected for the
2018 AFIELD Mentorship with his project Art spaces as a space for
politics.
By focusing on how some urban occupied spaces in Naples have come
to serve as small laboratories for cultural activities and democracy,
Giuseppe Micciarelli investigates the possible forms of collective
governance of the commons. One of the main figures of the fight over the
Asilo Filangieri, an ex-convent located in the historical centre and
occupied by a collective of cultural workers since 2012, Giuseppe has
contributed to building an unprecedented legal tool. Establishing a new
form of municipalism in the city of Naples, the latter de facto legalises
urban occupations and develops a new democratic model based on an
antagonistic collaboration between occupied centres and municipalities.
For his mentorship Giuseppe is working with 2017 AFIELD fellow
Massimiliano Mollona and his experience in European activist networks.
Mentor		
Location

Giuseppe Micciarelli, discussing commons. Credits: BComu Global
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Massimiliano Mollona
Italy
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fellow 2018
Ana Vargas
Caracas-based achitect Ana Vargas was awarded the 2018 AFIELD
fellowship for her NGO Trazando Espacios Publicos (Tracing Public
Space).
Vargas believes that as citizens it is our duty to actively participate in the
process of adjustment to urban expansion. In overcrowded and
disadvantaged urban neighborhoods, Trazando Espacios Publicos
teaches children urban design skills to transform public spaces within
their communities. It relies on a specific method Ana Vargas developed
as an MIT student and based on the belief that, for citizens to participate
on a public space design process, they must be given the tools to
understand, design and build.
Trazando Espacios Publicos builds citizenship, creates identity and
promotes sense of belonging. Ana now plans to develop and expand the
“TEP” method by creating a digital cloud-based manual teaching it to
architects and designers who can, in turn, become its replicators both in
Venezuela and globally.
Initiative
Location
More info

Ana Vargas teaching her mapping techniques to a kid from Caracas
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Trazando Espacios Publicos
Venezuela
www.trazandoespacios.org/en/
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fellows 2018
Filipa César & Sana N’Hada
Filipa César and Sana N’Hada were awarded the 2018 AFIELD fellowship
for their project Onshore Mediatheque based in Bubaque, Guinea-Bissau.
For the past seven years, they have been working closely to research and
reactivate the imaginary of the Guinean liberation movement through a
collective, experimental archival project departing from the remains of the
national militant cinema.
In dialogue with Cadjigue, a local film collective, César and N’Hada have
initiated the Onshore Mediatheque, a media center for film and digital
audiovisual production, internet publishing and with residency facilities in
Bubaque – the central island of the Bijagós archipelago, Guinea-Bissau.
With this infrastructure, they wish to implement a local media practice on
a self-sustained, community-supported basis, through a series of workshops with artists and media practitioners working in the global South.
Initiative
Location

Workshop by Filipa Cesar and Sana N’Hada with coletivo Cadjigue, 2018
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Onshore Mediatheque
Guinea-Bissau
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communication

Our most recent campaign concerns a new open call for the mentorship
programme in 2019, that provides younger initiatives in line with AFIELD
mission with a small grant and the advice of one of our fellows.
Previously by invitation only, the mentorship will now be widely circulated
among our networks, open to initiatives from all over the world that aim
to instigate change through arts and culture.
AFIELD is now active on social media through its Facebook page and a
new Instagram account. Through both platforms we update our online
community on our fellows’ activities and we share news initiatives
instigating social change, grants and articles issues related to the
fellowship.
We have selected a series of hashtags that help us creating a network
online: #afieldfellowship #newphilanthropy #artivism #culturalentrepreneurs #socialinitiatives.

Zanele Muholi interviewed in Paris. Video portrait, 10’10, 2017

Alongside this we also initiated a series of video portraits of our fellows,
that are shared on social media as well as on our website.
The next step will be the creation of a dedicated website and media
partnerships with likeminded organisations such as Ashoka.

Fernando Garcia-Dory interviewed in Paris. Video portrait, 7’30, 2017
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team

Grégory Castéra, Co-Director, Council. He is a
curator and he served as co-director of Les
Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers (2010–2012) and worked
as coordinator of Bétonsalon (2006–2010). He was
co-author at the Encyclopédie de la Parole, a
collaborative inquiry into the formal properties of
speech. (2007–2014). Grégory is regularly invited to write, give talks and
workshops, advise institutions and curate shows (Wiels, T2G , Witte de
With, among others).
gregory@council.art

Sandra Terdjman, Co-Director, Council. She is a
curator and co-founder of Kadist, contemporary art
foundation based in Paris and San Francisco. As
director (2006–2012), she created a residency for
artists and curators, and developed a number of
artistic projects.
Since then she has been advising the Foundation, producing and
acquiring artworks for its collections. Sandra is regularly invited to take
part in panel discussions on building institutions and collections (CIMAM,
sandra@council.art
Arco, Loop, Frieze, Mac Val, among others).

Olivia Alvarez Libano, coordinator AFIELD. After
completing a Bachelor´s degree in Business
Administration in Barcelona and internships in
Banking and Consulting, she has been developing
an interest in socio-cultural organizations. She has
collaborated with organizations such as Ashoka in
Madrid and Loop Barcelona.
olivia@council.art
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credits

AFIELD was initiated by Council in 2014 and is supported
by Tsadik Foundation.
Founded in Paris in 2013 by Grégory Castéra and Sandra
Terdjman, Council is an art organisation that assembles
artists, researchers and members of civil society, in order to foster better
understandings of societal issues. The curatorial program is based on
long-term ‘inquiries’ which generate exhibitions, public programs,
publications and the commission of artworks. Our fellowship program,
AFIELD, supports artists and cultural producers who instigate sustainable
social initiatives worldwide. Through specific granting schemes, AFIELD
aims to build an international network of inspiring individuals while
promoting their role as engaged citizens. Council believes in the
transformative potential of the arts and works towards extending their
influence across other domains. 			
www.council.art

email		
website
facebook
instagram

olivia@council.art
www.council.art/fellowship
www.facebook.com/afieldfellowship
www.instagram.com/afieldfellowship
AFIELD
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